
Maths outdoors 
Please, see suggested Maths activities that you can try while spending time with your child in your 
garden or going for your daily walks. Feel free to adjust to suit your child. 
Please make sure you risk assess the activities you plan to do with your child first. 

Garden shape 
hunt/ number 
recognition 
 

 
 

 

When outdoors ask your child which different shapes they can see. 
Collect, sort and count natural items outdoors, including leaves, 
twigs, stones, pebbles, fir cones and flowers. 
 
You can put all the items you find in a tray and support your child’s 
exploration of shape, size, texture through all their senses. You can 
also sort and count them together.  
 
Give your child a task of searching certain numbers of items in your 
garden. You can write a simple instruction on a piece of paper. Ask 
your child to collect a certain number of sticks, leaves, or stones or 
you can make it more challenging by asking them to find two 
different numbers of items. 
 
Alternatively, give your child a list of shapes to spot/ collect outside. 

Measuring 
sticks/ leaves 

  

Ask your child to use a tape measure to measure sticks/leaves they 
found in the garden. They can arrange them in size order from 
biggest to smallest. 
 
You can also use sticks to create shapes. 

Garden 
treasure hunt  
 

 

Hide any items your child likes in the garden and have a little treasure 
hunt. Use positional language (in, under. on, between, beside, 
behind, near, next to) to help your child find a ‘treasure’ hidden in 
the garden.  
Alternatively, give children clues, using positional language, to find 
and collect items that you normally keep in your garden. 

Target games 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Targets can be drawn with chalk or created on walls as well as on the 
ground. These can be traditional bullseye targets, a single hoop or a 
large box/ crate. You can use beanbags, wet sponges, rolled-up 
socks, etc. to throw. 
Count how many items make it into a target and how many fall 
outside. Help your child add up scores to practice their counting 
skills. 
You can also use several targets with numbers written on 
then. Challenge your child to throw a bean bag/ wet sponge onto the 
numbers you say. 
 
Lay out your hula hoops in a line with the bucket at the end. They can 
vary in size, so you can lay them out largest to smallest, to increase 
the level of difficulty.  Each competitor gets 5 items to toss, scoring 
points based on the hoop they land in.  
 
If you do not mind a bit of mess soak teabags in water/ coloured 
paint. Encourage your child to predict who can throw their teabag 
the furthest, and then try it and see. Use a measuring tape or other 
methods to compare the throws. Who made the best prediction? 



Skittles with 
bottles 
 

 

Fill the bottles up with water or any textures/ materials you can find 
and have a go. Count how many skittles get knocked over and how 
many are still standing. 

Rolling down 
the ramp/ 
tube/ 
drainpipe  
  

 

Push/ roll the cars/ balls/ pine cones down the ramp/ tube/ drainpipe 
and measure how far they get. Use language of comparison. 
 
Tell your child a number of items you want them to push down the 
drain pipe or allow them to collect items in the garden, let them roll 
them down and count as they do so. 
 
You can also put a bucket with water at the bottom of the ramp for 
a big splash. 

Gardening 
Maths 
 

 

 

Include your child in your gardening chores. Allow them time to 
explore different materials and textures. 
 
 Ask your child to collect and count the flowerpots and any tools you 
need for your task. You can ask them to estimate the number of 
seeds in a packet, then count the seeds as you plant them.  
 
Ask your child to sort, eg. beans by type, size and colour. They can 
weigh the harvest produce, compare the weight, size, etc. 

Sand/ water 
play 

 
 

 

 

Use language of capacity (empty and full) and language of weight 
(heavy/light) exploring water and sand, using containers of varying 
sizes and measuring jugs/ cups. Make the sand tray into a mini beach 
by adding pebbles and shells. Set out buckets with numbers attached 
to them and ask your child to put the right number of items in each 
bucket. 
 
Make big and small sand castles, count them. Give your child a 
countdown to jump on top of them and flatten them or they can use 
their hands to squash them. 
 
Hide items in the sand or in water to be caught and fished out. 
 
Allow your child to help with watering the plants. Question them 
whether they can predict how many small buckets fill the watering 
can. Use language of capacity (empty/ full). 
 

Shapes/ colour 
hopping 
 

 

Draw various shapes in different colours in a grid pattern. Draw a 
start line and a finish line. Call out either a shape or a colour and your 
child has to hop from the start line to the finish line by only touching 
the shape or the colour that you called out. 
 

 

 

 


